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The act of computing
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Computing = messing up with quantities

Counting with fingers

Better done with some device help



The act of computing
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Computing = messing up with quantities

Counting with stones

Better done with some device help

Calculus = small stone



The act of computing
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Computing = messing up with quantities

Counting with stones

Better done with some device help

The roman’s hand abacus



The act of computing
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Computing = messing up with quantities

Symbolic computation

Babylonian symbols



The act of computing
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Computing = messing up with quantities

Symbolic computation

Roman symbols
Non positional system



The act of computing
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Computing = messing up with quantities

Symbolic computation

Positional systems with different bases 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 Base ten

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F Base  sixteen

0,1 Base two

examples thirteen 13 D 1101

Number = (rightmost-zero) digit * basezero + (rightmost-one) digit * baseone + (rightmost-two) digit * basetwo +…



The act of computing
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Computing = messing up with quantities

Computing = manipulating symbols that represent quantities according 
to certain rules

Positional systems vs non-positional systems have the advantage of simpler rules

Can we do this with a machine?



Corso di Laurea in FISICA
Laurea Specialistica in InformaticaComputing device

Numerical data in the forms of symbols are transformed during computation

input – output model

input à outputà
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Corso di Laurea in FISICA
Laurea Specialistica in InformaticaPhysical systems as computing devices

S0….SN

If we associate to each state a different symbolic value, by changing state we can 
operate (process) on the different symbols.

A physical system that can be in a number of different 
physical states.
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Corso di Laurea in FISICA
Laurea Specialistica in InformaticaPhysical systems as computing devices

A computation is associated with system transformation. This requires a force 
acting on the system. 

In order to be able to produce an observable change in the 
system, the system has to admit at least 2 different states.

S0 S1
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Corso di Laurea in FISICA
Laurea Specialistica in InformaticaPhysical systems as computing devices

The force represents the input and the state of the system the 
output. 

S0 S1Input a à …......

S0Input b à …...... S0
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A simple system to do computation

the physical system, made by a pebble* and two bowls. 

a) The two states are represented by the measurable quantity “position of the 
pebble”: state “0” = pebble in left bowl; state “1” = pebble in right bowl;
b) the way to induce state changes represented by a force that brings around 
the pebble.

* “Calculus” is the Latin word for pebble 

0

1
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Corso di Laurea in FISICA
Base 2 systems

Binary representation of numerical quantities

0 1

A system that admits 2 distinct states is called a binary switch

Example:
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Logic switches
A logic switch is a device that can assume physically distinct states as a
result of external inputs.
Usually the output of a physical system assume a continuous value (e.g. a
voltage) and a threshold is used to partite the output space in two ore
more states.
If the states are in the number of two we have binary logic switches.
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Binary switches
There exist at least two classes of devices that can satisfy the rules a) and b). 
We call them combinational and sequential devices.

Conbinational: 
in the absence of any external force, 
under equilibrium conditions, they are 
in the state S0. When an external force 
F01 is applied, they switch to the state 
S1 and remain in that state as long as 
the force is present. Once the force is 
removed they go back to the state S0.

Sequential: 
They can be changed from S0 to S1 by 
applying an external force F01. Once 
they are in the state S1 they remain in 
this state even when the force is 
removed. They go from S1 to S0 by 
applying a new force F10. Once they 
are in S0 they remain in this state even 
when the force is removed. 16



Computing with binary switches
Combinational switches can be easily employed do computation.
Sequential switches can be easily employed to store information.

Conbinational: 
in the absence of any external force, 
under equilibrium conditions, they are 
in the state S0. When an external force 
F01 is applied, they switch to the state 
S1 and remain in that state as long as 
the force is present. Once the force is 
removed they go back to the state S0.

Sequential: 
They can be changed from S0 to S1 by 
applying an external force F01. Once 
they are in the state S1 they remain in 
this state even when the force is 
removed. They go from S1 to S0 by 
applying a new force F10. Once they 
are in S0 they remain in this state even 
when the force is removed. 17



In modern computers binary switches are made with transistors. These are 
electronic devices that satisfy the two conditions required:

a) The two states are represented by the measurable quantity “electric voltage” at 
point VOUT. As an example state “0” = VOUT < VT; state “1” = VOUT > VT; with 
VT a given reference voltage.

b) The way to induce state changes represented by an electromotive force applied 
at point VIN.

1944 (Bardeen, Brattley e Shotky)

If Vin > 0.5V then Vout = 0 V
If Vin < 0.5V then Vout = 5 V
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Binary switches can be used to perform computations.
In order to see this, let’s start analysing elementary computations with 
binary numbers

Addition between two binary numbers:

Computing with binary switches
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1 bit addition:

B1 +
B2 =_____
S

0 +
0 =_____
0

0 +
1 =_____
1

1 +
1 =_____

10

1 bit addition true table
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How to build an adder

1 bit adder truth table
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Operatori logici, cenni di logica booleana

Addition is not the sole operation that we can do with bits.
Other than artithmetic operations, there are LOGIC operations

LOGIC operation NOT

Truth table
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LOGIC operation OR Truth table
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LOGIC operation AND
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Truth table



ANDORNOT

Let’s see some example….

Boolean algebra: ….. George Boole (1815 - 1864)
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ANDORNOT

IF I1 = 1 ------>  NOT (I1) = 0 IF I1 = 0 ------>  NOT (I1) = 1

IF I1 = 0 e I2 = 1 ------>  I1 AND I2 = 0
IF I1 = 1 e I2 = 1 ------>  I1 AND I2 = 1
IF I1 = 0 e I2 = 1 ------>  I1 OR I2 = 1
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ANDORNOT

Combinational nets
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Problem: given a truth table how can you build the logic
expression that realizes it?

There are different techniques….

Exemple: half adder
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Sum

S = (B1’･B2) + (B1･B2’)

R = B1･B2

Carry…..
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Half adder

S = (B1’･B2) + (B1･B2’)

A new logic gate: 
XOR = B1⊕B2

S = B1⊕B2 = (B1’• B2) + (B1• B2’)
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Half adder

S = B1⊕B2

R = B1 ･ B2
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Full-adder

S = …?

R = …?

S = Rin’(B1’• B2)+ Rin’(B1• B2’)+ Rin(B1’• B2’)+ Rin(B1• B2)
R = Rin’(B1’• B2)+ Rin(B1’• B2)+ Rin(B1• B2’)+ Rin(B1• B2)
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Full Adder:
S = Rin Å (B1ÅB2)
R = B1B2+ Rin(B1ÅB2)
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More than one bit

A1A2A3 + B1B2B3 (e.g. 011 + 100)
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We can use binary switches to make all the logic gates that we
need.

As an example let’s cosider the transistor as a combinational binary switch and see
how we can make logic gates by combining them

if Vin > 0.5V (Logic Input = 1) then Vout = 0 V (Logic Output = 0)
if Vin < 0.5V (Logic Input=0) then Vout = 5 V (Logic Output=1)

This is a NOT gate:
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Let’s see if we combine two of them

NAND gate:
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We can make all the gates
by combining NANDS

NOT gate:

 

 

 

AND gate:

OR gate:

 

Check ...
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By combining 2 (combinatory) binary switches we can make a universal gate
and, thus, any computing device. NAND gate:

 

A binary switch is a device that:
a)can assume two physically distinct states.
b)Can change state under the action of an external
“force”.

Summary

NAND gate made with transistors
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Is that all?

What about memories?

Binary switches

Conbinational: 
in the absence of any external force, 
under equilibrium conditions, they are 
in the state S0. When an external force 
F01 is applied, they switch to the state 
S1 and remain in that state as long as 
the force is present. Once the force is 
removed they go back to the state S0.

Sequential: 
They can be changed from S0 to S1 by 
applying an external force F01. Once 
they are in the state S1 they remain in 
this state even when the force is 
removed. They go from S1 to S0 by 
applying a new force F10. Once they 
are in S0 they remain in this state even 
when the force is removed. 39



We can make memories also by combining NAND gates

We can use a “dirty trick”: the feedback

 

Flip-Flop SR
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Flip-Flop SR
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Flip-Flop  D type
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Summary We have seen that computing is messing up with 
quantities and that this can be done by manipulating 
symbols that represents these quantities according to 
some given rules.

We have seen that there is some convenience in using 
binary representation that employs only two symbols (bits).

We have seen that we can associate to each symbol a 
measurable state of a two state physical system, so that by 
acting on the physical system we can change its state.

The most elementary physical devices that realize this 
condition are called binary switches.

By combining binary switches we can do all the logic, 
arithmetic and memory operation of a computer.
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To know more Book 1 (free download)

ICT - Energy - Concepts Towards Zero - Power Information and Communication 
Technology, InTech, February 2, 2014.

Chapter 2: Energy management at nanoscale

Chapter 7: Minimum Energy of Computing, Fundamental Considerations

https://www.intechopen.com/books/ict-energy-concepts-towards-zero-

power-information-and-communication-technology

Book 2 (free download)

ICT - Energy Concepts for Energy Efficiency and Sustainability
InTech, March 22, 2017.

Chapter 2: Fundamentals on Energy in ICT

https://www.intechopen.com/books/ict-energy-concepts-for-energy-

efficiency-and-sustainability


